
 Mission #3 is the greasy launch of  the $GIF (Glizzy Wif  Hat) memecoin within 
ERGO community, with an ultimate objective of  continued fundraising for Ergo 
adoption initiatives. This experimental token will follow traditional memecoin token 
launches while maintaining a position of  integrity and responsibility to the Ergo 
Community. In this document we will outline the tokenomics and road-map for $GIF.

With that being said, we are venturing into memecoin land, a volatile and historically 
PvP (Player vs. Player) focused environment.  Participate at your own risk and 
only donate what you feel most comfortable with. This is for our entertainment and 
enjoyment!
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OTC // PRE-DONO

WHITE PAPER

NFT CREATION

ICO // INITIAL DONO

AIRDROPS

LIQUIDITY ADD

EXTENDED ACCESS

GRILLING (STAKING)

SIZZLIN’ HOT $GIF EXPLAINED

FOLLOWING A TRADITIONAL 
MEMECOIN, A GREASY OTC PRE-
DONATION ROUND WILL BE HELD 

(OPEN)

THE NFT REWARDS WILL BE 
DEVELOPED FOR INITIAL PUBLIC 

DONATION ROUNDS

INITIAL PUBLIC DONATION ROUNDS

SPECIAL REWARD AIRDROPS WILL BE 
HELD FOR INITIAL

INITIAL DEX LIQUIDITY ADD

EXPLORATION OF EXTENDED 
LIQUIDITY ACCESS POINTS

STICK YOUR  $GIF  IN THE HOT DOG 
STAND GRILL FOR SOME GREASY 

REWARDS

WEBSITE REFRESH

REWARD TOKENS
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 The $GIF total supply will be divided into departments, OTC Pre-Donation 
Reward, Initial Public Donation Rewards, Liquidity & Grilling (Staking) Rewards. No 
$GIF is held for GreasyCEX team or developers. 

70% - LIQUIDITY (HELD)

10% - GRILLING REWARDS

10% - PUBLIC DONO REWARDS

10% - OTC PRE-DONO REWARDS

LIQUIDITY
70% of  Supply is held in GreasyCEX multi-sig treasury wallet is subject to use in 
DEX, CEX, DApps, gaming, airdrops, and burning events.

TOTAL SUPPLY = 1,000,000,000,000

GRILLING (STAKING) REWARDS
10% is held in GreasyCEX multi-sig treasury wallet is subject to staking rewards.

OTC PRE-DONATION REWARDS
10% will be rewarded to OTC Pre-Donation participants

INITIAL PUBLIC DONATION REWARDS
10% will be rewarded to OTC Pre-Donation participants
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QUALIFICATIONS
1000 $ERG or greater donation

 An OTC Pre-Donation event will held in order to influence “good whales” to 
get involved in the GreasyCEX Mission #3 fundraising event. Although doxxing will 
not be necessary, there will be certain qualifications that will be need to be met. 

1 Community Reference - (Unless Recognizable By GCX Team)

Partial $GIF reward locked for a period of  time (Amount TBD). 

OTC DONATION $ERG SPLIT

DISCLAIMERS
The OTC Pre-Donation Event will be for a limited amount of  time. Once that time has 
expired, if  there is remaing $GIF in the OTC allocated supply, that balance will be 
added to the Initial Public Donation event supply. 

$GIF REWARD DELIVERY
OTC Pre-Donation participants will receive their $GIF reward in 2 stages. First 
delivery of   50% during the Initial DEX. Then a second 50%, 30 days after Initial DEX 
liquidity is Provided.

20% - $GCX Treasury Donation 
for Ergo Initiatives

65% - Initial DEX Liquidity

15% - Greasy Marketing & DEV’s

GREASY MARKETING FUNDS
The greasy marketing Allocation will be used to create and excute multi-directional 
marketing primarily focused on external outreach

DEV FUNDING
Funds held to support developemnt of  future $GIF dveleopment, i.e. Grilling ( 
staking)
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20% - $GCX Treasury Donation 
for Ergo Initiatives

60% - Initial DEX Liquidity

 The Initial Public Donation is an open donation event for $GIF rewards. There 
will be a “per TX limit” on donation to limit individual wallets attempting to drain the 
$GIF rewards.

QUALIFICATIONS
50 $ERG per TX Limit

Partial $GIF reward locked for a period of  time (Amount TBD). 

PUBLIC DONATION $ERG SPLIT

10% - $GCX DEX Buy Back

$GIF REWARD DELIVERY
Public Donation participants will receive their $GIF reward during the Initial DEX 
Launch. 

DISCLAIMERS
The Public Donation Event will be for a limited amount of  time. Once that time 
has expired, if  there is remaing $GIF in the allocated supply, that balance will be 
returned to the $GIF treasury.

The $GCX Buy back will be returned to $GCX treasury wallet for future missions.

10% - Greasy Marketing & DEV’s

GREASY MARKETING FUNDS
The greasy makreting Allocation will be used to create and excute multi-directional 
marketing primarily focused on external outreach

DEV FUNDING
Funds held to support developemnt of  future $GIF dveleopment, i.e. Grilling ( 
staking)
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$GIF AIRDROPS

Outside of  the donation rewards, there will be intermittent $GIF airdrops to 
GreasyCEX holders, Scheduled over the six months following initial DEX launch of  
$GIF. The $GIF amounts will not be revealed, and equal to all wallets that meet the 
criteria.

AIRDROP 1

AIRDROP 2

AIRDROP 3

AIRDROP 4

AIRDROP 5

AIRDROP 6

> 50,000 $GCX

> ??,??? $GCX & ROYALE CHARACTER NFT

> ???,??? $GCX

> ???,??? $GCX

> ??,??? $GCX & GLIZZY NFT

***The FIRST $GIF Airdrop will happen within 30 Days of  the initial DEX launch. 

NFT AIRDROPS

Throughout the Donation rounds there will be misc. Glizzy NFT’s distributed. During 
the Public Event participants will receive through Lottery System. OCT Pre-Donation 
Participants will receive 1 NFT Per 1000 $ERG (While Supply Lasts)

OTC NFT’s

Public NFT’s

20 NFT’s Available, Delivered at time 
of  Donation Event

80 NFT’s Available, Delivered at time 
of  Donation Event

> ??,??? $GCX & ErgoFans NFT
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The $ERG donated and allocated to Liquidity will be added to the $ERG/$GCX 
liquidity. Then an equal liquidity amount to that will be added to a $GCX/$GIF pair on 
DEX.

TREASURY

$GCX $GIF$ERG DONATED

$ERG/$GCX $GCX/$GIF

***$GIF will act as an extended token of  the GreasyCEX Community there for the LP 
for $GIF is $GCX/$GIF

Extended access will be explored by the GreasyCEX team and voted on by the 
GreasyCEX Community. And example of  “Extended Access” would be Nonkyc.io 
CEX, or equivalent. 

***Community voting will also include exploring the method of  funding such 
extended access options.

$GIF LIQUIDITY PROVIDERS REWARD
There will be additional rewards provided to those wallets that provide Liquidity to 
any Pool, including $GreasyCEX/$GIF, $ERG/$GreasyCEX, $ERG/$GIF.
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You cant enjoy a greasy Glizzy without some condiments. Grilling your $GIF will re-
ward you with all the fixins’ you’ll need to keep you Glizzy GREASY.

$MUSTARD

$BUNS

$GIF

$BUNS

$KETCHUP

$BUNS

$GCX

$MUSTARD

$GCX

$KETCHUP

***Staking mechanics are still in development and will be powered by Crooks Fi-
nance once they have declared it ready for public use.

$GIF rewards $BUNS

$BUNS rewards $KETCHUP 
or $MUSTARD

$KETCHUP & $MUSTARD 
rewards $GreasyCEX
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As always the GreasyCEX team wants to ensure that the participants in every 
mission are being provided with sufficient entertainment value in return for the 
generous donations to the ultimate mission of  Ergo Adoption. 

We have witnessed 2 Missions provide great funding assistance continued 
accessibility growth for Ergo, and with the results of  this mission we will continue 
to be an influence on the greater Ergo community that we can work together to 
achieve those goals.

Apart from the focus of  donation, our mission are always to help represent and grow 
awareness to features and projects the Ergo Ecosystem provides. This mission will 
continue to do so. 

AGAIN, With that being said, we are venturing into memecoin land, a volatile 
an historically PvP (Player vs. Player) focused environment.  Participate at your 
own risk and only donate what you feel most comfortable with. This is for our 
entertainment and enjoyment!

     - GreasyCEX Team


